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Follow Jimmy! 

8:30: Jimmy heads into work  

A Typical “YouthBuild Wednesday” in Illinois 

-A letter from the editor to programs, sponsors, partners, students, supporters, elected officials, and 

friends 

For the Coalition’s first newsletter, I sought to discover and present general  

distinctions between YouthBuild programs. A few months later, I’m preoccupied 

by the same chase for specificity to discover the heart of an Illinois YouthBuild 

program. I’ve taken extended tours of several programs with the goal of visiting 

every program in the state (even you and your six hour journey, YB Jefferson and 

Marion County). I’ve kept in consistent contact with all of Illinois’s programs.  

Further, I’ve more deeply explored my own post at Youth Conservation Corps 

(YCC) YouthBuild by working deconstruction, sitting in on classes and meetings, 

and generally observing the ways of the organization from my desk and behind my computer screen.  

Finally, for this newsletter, I asked programs what they do for a one hour period on a typical Wednesday 

in order to piece together one full day of a YouthBuild in Illinois.  

 

From all the details, I’ve come across fundamental questions that YouthBuild programs have been  

answering since the nonprofit began in the 1970s. Questions like: “how do we create a  

school-like atmosphere?” And answers like: several programs such as YB Lake County and  

YB Jefferson and Marion County use old school buildings as the base of their operations; Prologue 

Schools, McLean County, and Tomorrow’s Builders operate as charter schools; YCC is in the process of 

renovating its building to create a more academic layout.  

 

The question I find most interesting, however, is the one pertaining to “extracurricular activities”.  

Because many YouthBuild programs seem to operate somewhere between an alternative school and a 

job, there exists a certain level of flexibility to fill the time not consumed by construction and GED  

preparation. As you’ll find in the following pages, Illinois YouthBuild programs fulfill that portion of 

their curriculums in unique ways.  For example, Chicago Southland YB holds an afternoon “acting  

seminar” in which students learn communication and job interview skills. YB Jefferson and Marion 

County takes field trips on Wednesdays. I’ve even managed to break 

into the extracurricular aspect of YouthBuild in organizing Illinois’s 

first ever YouthBuild Basketball tournament, played on May 4. 

From the excitement generated by the tournament at YCC and other  

programs, I’ve realized that the extra things programs do are almost 

as important as the YouthBuild outcomes (GEDs, jobs/education, 

recidivism) because they make the YouthBuild experience special. 

         

 Scott Bickard, State Coalition Resource Developer 
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Before leaving to job site or class, students at YouthBuild McLean 

County read quietly and write journal entries in response to the 

“question of the morning” from the book If ²... 500 Questions for the 

Game of Life by Evelyn McFarlane.  “It gets my mind clear in the 

morning and  gets me ready for the day. It makes me think.”  

-YBMC student 

 

 

7:30—8:30 with... Tomorrow’s Builders Charter School YouthBuild,  

Boot Camp 

In April, Tomorrow’s Builders Charter School in East St. Louis 

welcomed its next group of YouthBuild students, which means 

for the rest of the month a combination of staff and guest  

speakers ready students for their YouthBuild experience during 

boot camp. “It’s exciting to watch them change during this 

time,” says Assistant Principal James McKay. 

8:30—9:30 with… YouthBuild McLean County 

Reading, Thinking, Observing 

9:45: Jimmy drives to Walgreens to 

pick up donated furniture 

10:00—11:00 with … YouthBuild Lake County 

Program Dispersal 

YouthBuild 

Bridge to College Automotive 

Bridge to Union 

Home Energy Auditing 

SO Weatherization 

Don’t let the idyllic home fool you: boot camp is tough 

work 

With five youth-serving programs under its control, YouthBuild 

Lake County (YBLC) has its students working in a variety of  

locations between the hours of 10:00 and 11:00 am: 

Today’s Question: If your children could read only four books in their lifetime, what would they be? 

Caleb (YB McLean County student): Where the Red Fern Grows, A Year Down Yonder, 1984,   

     The Outsiders. 

Scott (IYBC VISTA):  1984, Giovanni’s Room, The Book of Basketball, Wicked    

Follow Jimmy! 
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Follow Jimmy! 
Today, a crew of about ten YB 

Rockford students finish tiling the 

kitchen near the end of a fifteen 

week rehabilitation project at a 

house in Rockford. “when they  

finish a project like installing a 

sink, they are amazed at their 

work,” says Building Trades 

Skills Instructor Aaron Roush. 

Students taking morning GED classes grab lunch at 11:30 and then head to theater  

workshop at 12:00. During theater, they learn communication skills and build group  

cohesion through activities and games. The workshop is bridged with Chicago Southland’s 

job and interview preparation as they translate the skills they’ve learned to the pursuit of higher  

education and employment. 

Chicago’s brand new program sticks to the basics in its first year of  

existence. Between 1:00 and 2:00, students either work towards the  

ultimate goal of attaining their GEDs or build their hand skills while  

renovating an old furniture warehouse into twenty seven apartments.  

Field Trips with... YouthBuild Jefferson and Marion County 

When asked what YouthBuild Jefferson and Marion County does on a typical Wednesday, Program 

Manager Rick Marlow said, “On Wednesdays we like to take field trips to places that are enjoyable but 

also educational.”  

Most recent field trip: The Holocaust Museum and Learning Center in St. Louis, MI.  

Says Rick, “We find that most of our participants have never had such experiences in their  

background and doing so provides for a unique opportunity to bond and learn more about the 

world around them.” 

11:30: Loading up the truck and then  

back to the YCC 

12:00—1:00 with … Chicago Southland YouthBuild 

Communication Skills and Construction 

1:30—2:30 with … YouthBuild Rockford 

Rehabilitation 

1:00—2:00 with … Windy City YouthBuild 

YouthBuild Bread and Butter: GED and Construction 
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2:00-3:00 with … Prologue YouthBuild 

Wall Framing 

Today, Prologue YouthBuild students use their past few weeks of math and OSHA 

(Occupational Safety and Health Administration) training to frame walls at the 

school’s demonstration house. Four groups of students build one wall per group, 

and the project takes them a little over an hour’s work. “The excitement and the 

eagerness in the air were tremendous,” says Director of Community Based  

Programs Sherri Rembert. 

3:30–4:30 with... Youth Conservation Corps YouthBuild 

Staff Meeting 

Every Wednesday, YCC’s staff meets for an hour at the end of 

the day to discuss a variety of topics ranging from staff  

guidelines to future projects to student policies. Today’s meet-

ing generates some particularly deep questions that strike at the 

heart of many a YouthBuild program: 

-YCC’s Green Literacy and Computer Aided Design (CAD)  

curriculum and how to make it a certificate-granting or college 

credit program with an emphasis on job marketability 

-Deconstruction equipment needs and a new fee-for-service  

deconstruction program 

-The creation of a YCC softball team. 
4:30—5:30 with … YouthBuild Quad Cities 

Late Day Construction 

Just as most YouthBuild programs finish for the day, the Rock Island branch of YB Quad Cities students 

leave for work site. Today, they’re nearing the end of a rehabilitation project of a home near Iowa.  

Follow Up Services with… Springfield Urban  

League YouthBuild 

Springfield Urban League YouthBuild is 

in the follow-up stage of  their program, 

where the focus is finding employment 

and educational opportunities for recently 

graduated students in addition to tracking 

the progress of those students who have 

found jobs or are pursuing post secondary education.  

Follow Jimmy! 

12:30: Jimmy escorts YCC stu-

dents to a meeting with YBLC’s 

Youth Policy Council  
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Coalition News 

Annual Meeting Update 

"It was very gratifying to have such a great turnout for our first meeting of 2012, especially to be 

joined by some enthusiastic young people representing their programs."  

 -IYBC President Kerry Knodle 

The Coalition’s main goals for the upcoming year: 

To have at least one “state house education day” in Springfield where students will speak about 

their YouthBuild experience with state legislators. 

The event may also be held in conjunction with a 

“carpentry challenge” where YouthBuild programs 

compete against each other in a timed construction 

contest. Tentative date: Mid October 2012. 

To pursue grants relevant to the Coalition, those  

suggested by YouthBuild sites, and for another 

Weatherization grant next year.  

*The coalition will meet again on May 31st at YouthBuild Quad Cities. 

Illinois YouthBuild Coalition applies for 1.4 million dollar grant to serve ex juvenile offenders. 

On April 16 IYBC President Kerry Knodle submitted the final draft for a 1.4 million grant through 

the Department of Labor that will serve ex-juvenile offenders in eight YouthBuild programs in  

Illinois.  

IYBC partners with YCC and YBLC to host Illinois’s 1st YouthBuild Basketball Tournament. 

The six team, double elimination style tournament was played to great success (with only a  

little controversy) on May 4 at “The Fieldhouse” in 

Waukegan, IL. YB Rockford, YCC YB, YB McLean 

County, YB Lake County, Tomorrow’s Builder’s  

YouthBuild, and Chicago Southland YB competed for the 

chance to win the first basketball title in Illinois  

YouthBuild history. Tough, physical, and inspired  

basketball led to many close finishes, including a tip in 

win as the clock expired by YBLC in the quarterfinals . 

YB McLean County won by ten in the final game with 

the same formula that brought them there: size and three 

point shooting.  

Visit our newly updated website, www.youthbuildillinois.org! 

About the Illinois YouthBuild Coalition: The Illinois YouthBuild Coalition was formed in 1996 and 

is one of thirteen state coalitions in the United States. Coalitions exist to unite YouthBuild programs 

and other youth-serving organizations within a given state as well as to advocate for additional funding 

for its programs.  

McLean County: 2012 Champions 


